Bob_AGM:
=/\==/\==/\==RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

FCO_TRISH:
::sitting int he big chair::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::on board the Solar Wind by escae pods :::

ACO-Landt:
Targa:  What happened here?!  ::watches him fade in and out::

FCO_TRISH:
Ops: How far is the FA ship

Targa:
::fades in and out::

Targa:
::mouth moves as he tries to speak::

OPS_Ensign_Nick (Sound - Console.wav):
::Checking on OPS console::

ACO-Landt:
::can see his lips move but can't hear him very well at all::

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Ensign?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@ACO : ANdrea , you may phase in with him , bu I dont know we can get you back with us

Bob_AGM:
THE AWAY TEAM STARTS TO BECOME INTO PHASE WITH THE SOLAR WIND

SEC_Lee:
@XO: Perhaps if we configure out tricorders to emit an inter-phasic carrier beam, we may be able to stabilize Targa

Lt_Ktarn has entered the conversation

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: Still checking...

CresHos has entered the conversation

The room topic has changed to For STAR TREK: CONTINUUM members.  (US ACTDShipMissions)

Room mode has changed:
Private Room
Topic can only be changed by host
Members are spectators by default


ACO-Landt:
@Lee:  let's try it.

ACO-Landt:
::starts to configure tricorder::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::watches as he configures beam :::

SEC_Lee:
@::congifuring tricorder::

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO <SOMEBODY>: Make sure they cannot get into a position to take this ship.

Xenor:
%::really ticked off that the Geneva refused to be boarded::  Helm: take us into position and fire!!!!!

SEC_Lee:
@AT::This should also allow us to contact the Geneva.

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: 5 lightyears away

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO<sOMEBODY> fco: Aye Ma’am

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Sec : I hope you are right

SEC_Lee:
@::sending the carrier beam::

ACO-Landt:
@::sees Targa slowly coming back into phase::

SEC_Lee:
@::looks for any reaction::

Targa:
@::phasing in slowly::

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: When the AT comes into sych again, call the Xo and see if she wants us to beam them back to the ship?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Wonders if a secoond beam might help the process :::

ACO-Landt:
::pulls Targa onto the life pod::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: I can't even get a lock on them!!

ACO-Landt:
@

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Tries to configuyre Medical tricoder ::

Targa:
@::feeling disorientated::

Xenor:
%::ship goes into position::  <tac> Xenor: Firing on the Gneva now....  ::fires photon torpedoes::

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Do what you can Nick, I know you will do your best. ::grins::

SEC_Lee:
@AT: Perhaps if we all synchronize our tricorders, the effect will be amplified.

ACO-Landt:
@::Targa continues to phase, but the phasing is slower

ACO-Landt:
::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Sec : what is the Freqauency you used ?

Xenor:
%TAC: was there any damage to the Geneva?

ACO-Landt:
@Targa:  can you tell me what happened?

SEC_Lee:
@CMO: 0.783

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: We got Hit!

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::Red Alert::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Sets Tricorder to Frequency ::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@XO : Ready

FCO_TRISH (Sound - alert.wav):
All: Red Alert,

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::Shields and weapons online::

ACO-Landt:
@::looks out the life pod window and sees the fighting::

Targa:
@::Phases in slowly::

Xenor:
%<tac> Xenor: sensors unable to detect damage...

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: Get us out of here

ACO-Landt:
@AT:  we'd better hurry up here,  It looks like the Geneva is in trouble.

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::Slave TAC to OPS console::

FCO_TRISH:
Ops: Return fire

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::starts Tricorder emitting ::::

Xenor:
%TAC: fire again....  :TAc fires torpedoes once again::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: Aye ::Fire at the FS::::

OPS_Ensign_Nick (Sound - Torpedo1.wav):

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: Plot evasive course

ACO-Landt:
::looks for any sign of total phasing stoppage::  (  :)  )

SEC_Lee:
@Targa: Can you hear us?  Captain Targa?

Xenor:
%mumbles to self:: who do they think they are refusing to be boarded.... ::looks at TAC::  WEll!!!! did you get a direct hit?

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Have you slaved TAC to your consoile?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: Yes I did

ACO-Landt:
@Targa:  If you can hear us, raise your right hand.

Targa:
@::begins to stay in phase:: ::looks toward the XO:: ::slowly raises right hand::

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Feed your data to the AFCO

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::Start feeding AFCO::

ACO-Landt:
@::keep the tricorder signal up...I think it's working.

FCO_TRISH:
*XO*: Landt can you hear me?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::waits for sounds to be in phase :::

ACO-Landt:
*Trish*:  Aye, what's going on up there?  I've seen fire-fighting going  on.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Tries boosting power output ::::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
::watches hands as they phase in and out of our universe...transfixed::

Xenor:
%<TAC> Xenor: yes sir a direct hit... minor damage to the front hull of the Geneva

FCO_TRISH:
*XO*: We are4 under attack from the FS, I have to get out of here, can you hold on until we deal with?

FCO_TRISH:
them?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey : Can you boost your output as well ?

ACO-Landt:
@*Trish*:  I think the ship is stable enough to stay on for a while...defend the ship.

Xenor:
Comm: Geneva lower your shields and prepare to be boarded!!!!!

ACO-Landt:
(the ship2=Geneva)

FCO_TRISH:
*XO*: Aye, Ma’am

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::at helm::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein:: working on it. ::adjusts arm band::

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: Plot and evasive course and bring us around to fire on them

ACO-Landt:
@::Sees Targa come fully into phase and stay there::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: Should we answer them?

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::plots course:: Trish: Course plot

ACO-Landt:
@::pulls Targa to the life pod::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@::ah, now I'm whole again, hmm, I wonder if it will work on the whole ship??::

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: No Ensign

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::notices effects of Phase change receding :::

Bob_AGM:
THE SOLAR WIND PHASES OUT

Xenor:
%::paces while waiting for an answer::

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: HOW LONG UNTIL WE CAN RETURN FIRE?

ACO-Landt:
Targa:  Sir, we are from the U.S.S. Geneva, can you tell me what happened to your ship?

Xenor:
<helm> Xenor: no response sir!

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein: I readjusted my phase frequency and am whole now, you think If I configure the ship the same way, we can get  this ship operational??

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::locks at board:: Trish 30 secs

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: I want to be loaded for bear when we get into a better firing position

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli (Sound - All\@Weapons\@FIRE!.wav):
::locks on to ship and open fire ::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey : Sounds like a plan to me can I help ?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::unslaves TAC from OPS::

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: WHEN WILL BE IN OPTIMAL RANGE?

Targa:
@::looks around:: not really...we seemed to have sailed right into some kind of "storm' and then......::trails off::

Xenor:
%::turns to Tac::  Fire once again.... take out the engines... now... FIRE!

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
Trish: two sec ago

Xenor:
<TAC> Xenor: firing now... ::fires torpedoes::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey : seems like I heard of this happening to the Old Enterprise D once

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: ANY DAMAGE TO THE FS SHIP?

ACO-Landt:
@Lackey & Heinlein:  Go find out a way to get the ship back like Terga.  Lee, you stay here with Targa and I while we figure this out.

TacFCO_Ensgin__Stooli:sh:shall I continue making pass?

ACO-Landt:
@Targa:  And then, what?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: Damage on one of their weapon array

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: Yes, draw them away from the other ship.

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
heiny, lets head to engineering. i got an idea

Targa:
@::sighs:: things just got strange from there on out

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Target their nacelles

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey : Agrred

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::plots in watlz attack patren::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::Feeds data to TAC::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Heads to Eng with Lackey ::

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::enages waltz attack parten::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@::takes JT down to engineering level, enters engineering::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Also enters Engineering :::

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::tragets engeine and set a four torpedo spread::

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Did we hit their nacelles?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: Not hard enough...

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@heiny: ok, now take the phase control off line and reduce the frequency to 241.3 mhz

ACO-Landt:
@Targa:  what happened when you entered the storm?

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::fires 2 toprede on each nacelles::Co firing now

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: One more pass should do it.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::makes adjust ments ::: Lackey : Done

FCO_TRISH:
OPS; Open a channel to FS ship

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::Hails FS ship::

Xenor:
%Varda: fire again on the Geneva... this time disable the engines..

Targa:
@::seems disorietated:: we had power fluctuations all over the ship....then some power drain...and then everything seemed to fade in and out

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::turns ship around for another pass traget the letf nacells::

Fed_Sep_Varda:
%Capt. Xenor: We can not continue this madness

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: Be sure to keep us out of their range Ensign

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli (Sound - All\@Weapons\@FIRE!.wav):
::fire all weapons on left nacells::

Xenor:
%i::gnores hail::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein: ok, i'll create a warp bubble and initialze the deflector dish with a tachyon pulse....that will push us,,,,,,,i hope and get the ship out of this hole..........

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::puts the ship into a hard 90 dergge turn::

Fed_Sep_Varda:
%Capt. X:  We are starting to phase in again

ACO-Landt:
@::grabs med kit::This may help your lightheaddedness.  ::gives him a hypo::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey : I hope you are right my friend :::smiles:::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: their warp drives are damaged... channel with them is opened!!!!

Targa:
@::smiles weakly:: thank you

FCO_TRISH:
*FS Ship*: This is the USS Geneva, stop firing now or we will blow you out of the sky

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@heiny: initializing...........

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::::Waits :::

Fed_Sep_Varda:
FEDERATION SEPARATIST SHIP FIRES BUT PHASED WEAPONS PASS THRU THE GENEVA

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Did they get that message?

ACO-Landt:
@Targa:  did you see any other vessels around before your ship started phasing?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: their weapons have phased...

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey : I wonder what caused this ?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: i don't know sir

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::tragets fs main bridge::

Xenor:
%::turns and looks at Varda::  What??? how dare you talk to me that way?

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: Make another pass and target their engines.

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Ready?

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein: a rip in the fabric of space..I've read about this........it will take a minute or two to see the results......

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::change lock from brigde to main engeer::

Fed_Sep_Varda:
%Capt X: It is my responsibilty to warn you that we are going to lose our ship, Capt

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::swoops in for another attack firng a full torpdeo spread::

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Did you hear that last order ensign?>

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey : If we could learn to control this , it might lead to something

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli (Sound - Torpedo.wav):

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: yes I'm rea..dy..

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein: Hey ! we're coming out of it...... power levels are increasing and  panels are coming on line

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Did that destroy their engines?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: Yes....

Fed_Sep_Varda:
TORPEDO PASSES THRU THE FS SHIP BUT THERE IS A RESOUNDING DISRUPTION OF SPACE

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@:: puts on viewer::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Slaps Lackey on Back ::: Looks like you did it :::smiles :::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: or not...

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein: Hey, the Geneva is being fired upon.......

FCO_TRISH:
*FS ship*: This is the Geneva, are you ready to stand down or be destroyed, this is the last time I will ask?

Xenor:
%::ignores hail::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: Our weapons faded!

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein: see if our weapons are charged

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
Trish: perphaes if we set the torpedo to go off at the toch of a button we could maunal explode when they are with the bounders of the ship

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Also looking ::Lackey : and the torpoedoes are not touching the other ship ? Misphase ?

Xenor:
%Varda: what do you recommnet?

FCO_TRISH:
AFCo: Good idea, do it

ACO-Landt:
@::gets Targa to sit down and rest::

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::Sets up torpdeos::

Targa:
@::sits down gladly::

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
Trish: ready

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::lines up ship for an attack run::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein: yeah look at that...... they are shooting phased weapons at the Geneva.....hmmmmmm can you set some torpedoes to that configuration ??

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: When the the space is in phase again, I want you to beam our AT aboard

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: Aye sir

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: Make your run so we are heading towards the away team.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey : it is alomst too bad we came out before we saw this the torpedoes they might have had , had this not been a Cruise ship might have dont the trick

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::change course slitty

CMO_G_Heinlein:
<DONE>

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
Trish: Ready waitinfg order

ACO-Landt:
@Targa:  did you see any ships like that before this happened?  ::points to fight out window::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@heiny: jeez i forgot what we were on........hmm, we need something.......what have they got in their stores?

Targa:
@::looks:: ::squints eyes:: Im not sure.................

FCO_TRISH:
*XO*: Prepare everyone to beam abouard on our next run, I have a feeling this will be the last chance to pick you up.

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::Tries to get locks on the AT::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Looks at mainfest ::: Lackey pies cakes , wines ...er...here we go some industrial explosives slated for delivery to the Resort planet

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: This is your priority, get a t lock on the AT at all costs

Xenor:
%::watches as sparks begin to fly from the science console::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@heiny: can we use the explosives, what kind are they?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: I'm trying to....

FCO_TRISH:
*XO*: Ma’am, did you hear my last transmission?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey: SuperNitrous 5...a Ton of it

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: They are out of phase....

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::engages course::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein: wow.....could use it as a distraction........tell the XO...see what the orders are

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Keep watching the gauges Nick, you may only have seconds to grab them

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli (Sound - transporter.wav):
::fires torpedos::

ACO-Landt:
@*Trish*:  We'll be ready in a moment.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*XO* ANdrea , we have found a ton of SuperNitrous 5 in the ships cargo and the Geneva is being fired upon ... by a ship out of phase

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
ops: ten secs till we are in tr range

ACO-Landt:
@*Heinlein & Lackey*:  Prepare for transport.

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
*XO*: Please all stay together!

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
Ops: 5

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@::looks at heiny::

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
ops: 3

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*XO* Aye

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::getting a lock::

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
ops: 1

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Lackey : you heard the Lady

Xenor:
%::stops firing on Geneva while busy with own problems::

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Beam them aboard

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::check torpdeo and see they are in area and deonates them::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@::shrugs::Heiny: lets go then.....

OPS_Ensign_Nick (Sound - Transporter3.wav):
::Transports the AT back ON THE SHIP:::

ACO-Landt:
@*Heinlein*  Get Lackey and meet me at the life pods, we're leaving with Targa.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::Returns to life pods :::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: I think they are back ON the ship!!

ACO-Landt:
@*Heinlein* We can finish the job when it's safe.

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@::follows heiny after activating destruct program::

FCO_TRISH:
*TR*: Has the away team made it ?

FCO_TRISH:
*XO*: Are you on board Ma’am?

ACO-Landt:
@*Trish*:  Try again, we're not all on board yet

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::bring the ship closer but not to close::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@Heinlein: you think they got more problems over there?

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Scan the ship and beam remaining members on board

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::Transport AGAIN::

ACO-Landt:
@::sees hein::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::Dematerializes :::::

OPS_Ensign_Nick (Sound - Transporter2.wav):

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@::ahhh::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::::Materializes :::

ACO-Landt:
@::they materialize in TR1::

ACO-Landt:
Heinlein:  what happened?

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
@::nice to be back::

FCO_TRISH:
*XO*: We have all of you, are you on the way to the bridge?

Xenor:
%::watches crew memebers put out he flames at the science console::

ACO-Landt:
*Trish*  We're aboard and on our way

CMO_G_Heinlein:
XO : Evidently they raninto some sort of rift in space

FCO_TRISH:
*XO*: Not too soon to suit me Ma’am.

ACO-Landt:
::walks with hein toward the bridge, being briefed along the way::

FCO_TRISH:
AFCO: Get us out of here now warp 5

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
XO: I have set the destruct on the ship, you can activate it if you wish....::hands XO the PADD with the code::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
XO : I think that particular ship wont bother anyone much anymore

ACO-Landt:
Heinlein:  Take Targa to sickbay and make sure he's ok.

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli:
::plost course and engage warp 5::Trish: Warping sir

TacFCO_Ensgin_Stooli (Sound - Warp.wav):

CMO_G_Heinlein:
XO : Aye

ACO-Landt:
Lackey:  What?  Well, I'd rather not kill 3000 people today if I don't have to.  ::smiles::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Targa : with me please ?

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
XO: just setting up alternatives, sir.........

ACO-Landt:
::takes the padd and looks it over::

Targa:
::nods and follows::

Targa:
CMO: what about the restof the people that were on the ship?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::::Enters sickbay with Targa and gives him an exam ::::

ACO-Landt:
CSO:  I'm glad you considered every option.  Good job.

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: What kind of shape was the FS ship in when we left?

ACO-Landt:
::rushes toward bridge::

ACO-Landt:
::arrives @ bridge::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: All enginees offline

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Targa : they will be rescued in their turn ...we want to make sure of the accomondations though and that we have the ship back in our time though

Bob_AGM:
THE FEDERATION SEPARATIST SHIP PHASES OUT AND APPEARS TO BE ADRIFT

FCO_TRISH:
;;stand as XO enters the bridge::

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::happy to see XO::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
::walks to TL and engages to the bridge::

FCO_TRISH:
XO: Glad to have you back Ma’am

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: The FS ship is on sensor again

ACO-Landt:
Trish:  Well Trish, this has been interesting watching you from the other ship, good job, now then,Brief me if you would...

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
::enters bridge, walks over to SS1::

FCO_TRISH:
XO: Yes Ma’am, their engines are damaged, both nacelles hit and we detected fire on their bridge.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Targa : hopefully it will not be a long process , but I am sure you agree we need to give all a physical to make sure they are OK ? :::Raises eyebrow :::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
Ensign Youdoit: your relieved......... thank you

Targa:
::Looks at CMO::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
<youdoit>: It's nice to see you in one piece, sir........leaves bridge and heads to quarters....::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Targa : We shall want to "rescue the Mediacl and engineering staff first , I think

Targa:
CMO: yes im sure you are correct..you are the doctor...i suppose

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
XO: The FS ship appeared...

FCO_TRISH:
XO: Also, the captain was knocked to the floor and sustained a head injury, he is in sickbay.

ACO-Landt:
*Hein*:  How's Tucker?  Is his head injury any better?

Targa:
CMO: hard to say which to be first...we have passengers...

ACO-Landt:
Trish: What's the status of the FS vessel now?

FCO_TRISH:
TacFco: You are relieved and may resume TAC.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*XO* he is still under the enforced "Rest " the machines  have him under while his injuries repair themselves

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
XO: Sir.. did you hear me ???

FCO_TRISH:
XO: Their engines are damaged, both nacelles hit Ma’am.

Xenor:
%::console blows up in Xenor's face.::

ACO-Landt:
Ens. Nick:  thank you.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Targa : Yes , but I need some help to check all of the Passengers out and you will probably need the Engineers to go over the ship's systems

Targa:
CMO: ::nods::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
XO: The cruise ship is slowly moving out of the anomily..........starting to get substantial readings now..

Xenor:
%<Helm> ::sees what happens... opens a channel ::  *Geneva* we are in need of help.... our CO is down and the ship is damaged

ACO-Landt:
CSO:  What is their status?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
XO: The FS ship is hailing us

Bob_AGM:
%Capt X: We could ask them for help, now that we're virtually helpless?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Targa : Am I wrong in assuming that you would prefer to have the ship fully operational  before you brought your Passengers back aboard if it is possible ?

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
XO: dead in space.........lifesupport is functioning.......... the ship is back in phase to our universe.........

ACO-Landt:
*FS*:  FS ship, are you prepared to surrender?

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Open a channel to the FS ship

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
FCO: excuse me?

FCO_TRISH:
OPS: Nevermind

Bob_AGM:
%Capt. X:  I think I should relieve you after this 

Xenor:
%<Helm> Surrender?  ::looks at Vadar::  Vadar: are we going to Surrende?r

FCO_TRISH:
::plotting course to FS ship if they surrender::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
::scans space for any other  spacial fabric anomilies

ACO-Landt:
*FS* FS ship, what is you current status?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*Lackey * I am discussing with Targa the best way to restore his ship and its services ...care to come down here ?

Xenor:
%<Helm> *Geneva* CO is hurt... we surrender

FCO_TRISH:
XO: Lay in a course for their ship Ma’am?

OPS_Ensign_Nick:
::I wouldn't Trust them...::::::

CSO_Lt_Lackey:
*Heinlein: on my way..........*Ens.Youdoit* report back to the bridge, please

ACO-Landt:
Trish:  Yes, please do

FCO_TRISH:
XO: Course heading for the FS ship, but Landt, I sense they  may be deceiving us?

Targa:
<><><><><><><><><><><><>PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><
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